Council of Science Editors Citation Quick Guide

Scientific Style and Format: The CSE Manual for Authors, Editors, and Publishers (call number T11 .S386 2014) is a detailed and authoritative manual recommending both general and scientific publication style and format for scientific papers, journal articles, books, and other forms of publication.  

CSE offers two systems for in-text references: citation-sequence (C-S) and name-year (N-Y). Please note that the use of “anonymous” is not allowed under this citation style. Simply omit the author field if author is unknown.

Books

One or two authors
In text: Use occurrence order number
In text: (Derocher and Lynch 2012)

Three to ten authors
In text: Use occurrence order number
In text: (Wessels et al. 1997)

Eleven or more authors
List the first 10 authors followed by “et al.” or “and others”.

Editor, translator, or compiler instead of author

Parts of Books
In text: Use occurrence order number
In text: (Fastovsky 2005)
Electronic Books
http://books.google.com/books?id=qgkeAAAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=science&lr=lang_en&as_brr=1&as_pt=BOOKS.

In text: Use occurrence order number
http://books.google.com/books?id=qgkeAAAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=science&lr=lang_en&as_brr=1&as_pt=BOOKS.

In text: (Poincare 1921)

Articles
Print articles

In text: Use occurrence order number

In text: (Capone et al. 2008)

Electronic Articles

In text: Use occurrence order number

In text: (Bertness et al. 2002)

Websites

In text: Use occurrence order number

In text: (Scitable 2008)
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